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Abstract The pull-based development model, widely used in distributed software teams on open source communities, can efficiently gather the wisdom from crowds. Instead of sharing access to a central repository,
contributors create a fork, update it locally, and request to have their changes merged back, i.e., submit a
pull-request. On the one hand, this model lowers the barrier to entry for potential contributors since anyone
can submit pull-requests to any repository, but on the other it also increases the burden on integrators, who are
responsible for assessing the proposed patches and integrating the suitable changes into the central repository.
The role of integrators in pull-based development is crucial. They must ensure not only that pull-requests
should meet the project’s quality standards before being accepted, but also finish the evaluations in a timely
manner. To keep up with the volume of incoming pull-requests, continuous integration (CI) is widely adopted to
automatically build and test every pull-request at the time of submission. CI provides extra evidences relating
to the quality of pull-requests, which would help integrators to make final decision (i.e., accept or reject). In
this paper, we present a quantitative study that tries to discover which factors affect the process of pull-based
development model, including acceptance and latency in the context of CI. Using regression modeling on data
extracted from a sample of GitHub projects deploying the Travis-CI service, we find that latency is a complex
issue, requiring many independent variables to explain adequately. In particular, CI is a dominant factor for
the process, which not only has a great influence on the evaluation process per se, but also changes the effects
of some traditional predictors.
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1

Introduction

Software development process plays a key role in software engineering [1]. There are many important
benefits to be gained from building up a mature software process [1, 2], especially for reducing costs and
improving quality. Open source software development exploits the distributed intelligence of participants
in internet communities [3]. Currently, the pull-based development model [4] is widely used in distributed
software teams to integrate incoming changes into a project’s codebase [5, 6]. It is an efficient model for
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software projects to gather the wisdom from crowds (i.e., the large group of external contributors compared to the core team). Enabled by git, the distributed version control system, pull-based development
provides a chance that contributors to a open source project need not share access to a central repository
anymore. Instead, anyone can create forks (i.e., local clones of the central repository), update them locally
and, whenever ready, request to have their changes merged back into the main branch by submitting a
pull-request. Compared to traditional collaboration development models in open source [7, 8] (e.g., patch
submission and acceptance via mailing lists or bugzilla), the pull-based model offers great advantages
in terms of process automation. Nowadays, the modern collaborative coding platforms, e.g., GitHub,
BitBucket, Gitorius, provide integrated functionality for pull-request generation, notification, in-line
code review, contextual discussion, automatic testing, and merger. The popularity of pull-based development model is constantly increasing [5,9]. On GitHub alone, almost half of the collaborative projects use
the pull-request mechanism and received more than 440000 pull-requests per month in 2015 on average.
Moreover, more and more contributions, irrespective of whether they come from core team with write
access to the repository or from outside contributors, are submitted as pull-requests, ensuring that only
reviewed code gets merged [5,6,9]. Additionally, the pull-request mechanism can be integrated with multiple social media features [10–14]. GitHub users can freely watch the development activities of popular
repositories, follow distinguished developers and comment others’ contributions. Thus, pull-requests are
extended to many scenarios beyond basic patch submission, e.g., conducting code reviews and discussing
new features [6].
While the pull-based model offers a much lower barrier to entry for potential contributors, it also
increases the burden on core team members who decide whether to integrate them into the main development branch [6, 15]. The role of integrators in pull-based development is crucial [6, 11]. They must
ensure not only that pull-requests are evaluated in a timely matter and eventually accepted, to secure the
project’s growth, but also that all contributions meet the project’s quality standards. In large projects,
the volume of incoming pull-requests is quite a challenge [6, 16]. On the one hand, prioritizing pullrequests is one of the main concerns of integrators in their daily work [6, 11]. On the other hand, many
contributors are suffering from the delayed feedback of their pull-requests, as reported in the survey [9].
To reduce human workload, GitHub synthesizes the Continuous Integration (CI) to support the
process automation of pull-request [15, 17]. Whenever a new pull-request is received by a project using
CI, it is triggers a CI step that all the new changes will be merged with the latest code of main branch,
then automatically build and run existing test suites to detect the potential bugs. Based on the CI
outcomes (e.g., pass or failure), the integrators present suggestions to the submitter (e.g., how to fix
failure) or make a decision (i.e., accept or reject the pull-request). Theoretically, CI acts as a gatekeeper
assisting integrators to gain productivity and guard the code quality.
In this paper, we report on a quantitative study that tries to resolve which factors affect the evaluating
process of CI-embedded pull-request mechanism in GitHub. Starting from our previous work [18], we
further analyze pull-request acceptance and latency associated with CI-related metrics by controlling for
other confounds. In summary, the contributions of this paper are:
• We claim that the evaluation of pull-request is a complex issue, requiring many independent variables
to explain adequately. We construct a comprehensive study containing the measures in project-level, pullrequest level, submitter-level, workflow and CI-related level.
• We find that the presence of CI is a dominant factor for both pull-request acceptance and latency. In
particular, the pull-requests with CI failures have about 89.6% greater odds of being rejected eventually;
for pull-request latency, the CI running time is highly significant and cover more than 21% of the variance
explained.
• We find that the the size of a pull-request, the number of comments and the submitter’s social
properties are strong factors influencing the pull-request process in expected ways. Open source projects
prefer (i.e., accept quickly) a good pull-request with small size, less controversy and originated from an
acquainted and trusted contributor.
• Interestingly, we find that technical factors (e.g., test inclusion and hotness) exert different influences
on pull-request acceptance versus latency. For example, the odds of acceptance increases by 101.4%, when
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(Color online) Overview of the process of CI-embedded pull-request

the pull-requests associated with “hot” files in a given project (i.e., very strong and significant positive
effect on pull-request acceptance). However, those pull-requests may need a longer evaluation with a very
small but significant effect size.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents more background, related work
and our research questions. Section 3 illustrates the research methods. Our results and discussion can
be found in Section 4. Finally, we draw the conclusions in Section 5.

2
2.1

Background
Continuous integration and pull-request

Arguably, Continuous Integration (CI) originated from the imperatives of agility [19], aiming to responding quickly to customer requirements without compromising software quality. The basic notion [20, 21]
of CI is that all developers’ work within a team is continually compiled, built, and tested. This process
is a perpetual check on the quality of contributed code, and mitigates the risk of “breaking the build”
at the last moment, because of major, incompatible changes by different people or different sub-teams.
Without CI process, software is considered broken until proven to work, typically during a testing or
integration stage. With CI process, assuming a comprehensive automated test suite, software is proven
to work with every new change, and serious regressions can be detected and fixed immediately. Also, it
can be viewed as a type of process automation [17]. Supporting by CI, automated services are embedded into the development environment to carry out the quality inspection continually and automatically,
rather than wait for some sort of human-controlled gate-keeping of code. In the context of distributed,
globalized development, cultural, geographical and time differences raise the specter of process variation
and non-repeatability, and thus amplify the imperatives to adopt process automation. This applies even
more strongly to open source software projects where, in addition to the above issues, volunteers are
involved, and there is also a lack of centralized control [22–24]. Especially, the pull-based development
model further to democratize contributing to open source projects, because anyone can contribute to any
repository via submitting pull-requests, even if they are not part of the development team.
Integrating with CI, the process of pull-request is depicted in Figure 1. First of all, a potential
contributor forks (i.e., clone) an interesting project repository, and contribute code locally either by
creating a new feature or fixing some bugs. When the work is done, the contributor sends the changes
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from the clone repository to original repository packaged as a pull-request. At this point, the CI service
kicks in. The pull-request is automatically merged with the latest code of the main branch into a new
testing branch. Then, CI builds the whole project, and runs the existing test suites to detect the potential
bugs. After automatic testing, the integrators can start a targeted review process by focusing on the
critical parts associated with the outcomes of CI (e.g., the failed test cases). Typically, if tests fail, the
pull-request would be rejected by one of the integrators. Meanwhile, the reviewers may also comment
on why the contribution is inappropriate and how it can be improved. If tests pass, core team members
proceed to do a team-wide code review by commenting inline on (parts of) the code. Resorting to the
open-ended issue tracker, all users in GitHub, during above stage, have the chance to review that pullrequest. If necessary, the submitter would be requested for modifications by updating the pull-request
with some more new code. Whenever the new changes are submitted, CI will build and test the whole
project again. After a cycle of comments, revisions and automatic building and testing, if everyone is
satisfied, the pull-request is closed and merged.
Nowadays, CI is becoming widely used on GitHub, and numerous tools that support CI exist [25].
There are 75% of projects that use pull-requests heavily also use CI, either in hosted services (e.g., TravisCI [26]) or in standalone setups [6].
2.2

Pull-request evaluation

As shown in Figure 1, evaluating CI-embedded pull-requests is a complex iterative process affected by
many factors (e.g., patch size, social connection and CI outcomes) and involving multiple stakeholders
(e.g., submitter, core team and CI service).
Recently, researchers have started investigating the pull-request workflow in GitHub [5, 6, 12, 13, 16, 27,
28], trying to understand which factors influence the evaluation process of pull-request (e.g., decision to
merge). However, (i) these effects are not yet well understood (e.g., results from different studies often
diverge, as discussed below); and (ii) pull-request evaluation has not been studied in the context of CI.
Using machine learning techniques, Gousios et al. [5] report that pull-requests touching actively developed (hot) parts of the system are preferentially accepted. The submitter’s track record, the project size
and its test coverage are the most prominent predictors for pull-requests’ merge time (i.e., latency). In a
follow-up qualitative study, Gousios et al. [6] find that target area hotness, existence of tests, and overall
code quality are recognized as important determinants of pull-request acceptance by GitHub integrators
taking part in their survey. In the same survey [6], the authors also asked survey respondents to: (i) rate
several predefined factors by perceived importance to pull-request latency; and (ii) list additional determinants of latency, if any. The following ranking of predefined factors emerged (in decreasing order):
project area hotness, existence of tests in the project, presence of tests in the pull-request, pull-request
churn (i.e., number of changed lines), the submitter’s track record, number of discussion comments, and
number of commits. Among the many other self-identified factors, only reviewer availability and pullrequest complexity are recognized by at least 5% of their respondents. These factors, perceived to be
important, differ significantly from those data mined in the prior machine learning experiment (three
classes: merged within one hour; one day; the rest) by the same authors [5]. Extending above insights,
Hellendoorn et al. [28] confirm that the stylistic properties (relating to “naturalness” [29]) of submitted
code would affect the review process of pull-request by a quantitatively study. They find that: (i) the
merged pull-requests on GitHub are significantly conformance to project codebase from a language model
perspective compared to those rejected; and (ii) less similar pull-requests are more likely to be subject
thorough human review.
In contrast, GitHub provide transparent work environments [10, 11] for developers, which is benefit
for innovation, knowledge sharing and community building. The transparency allows project managers
to evaluate pull-requests utilizing a wealth of social information in submitters’ profile pages. Based on
results from a regression modeling study, Tsay et al. [16] argue that the strength of the social connection
between the submitter and integrators is the determining factor of pull-request acceptance, instead of
technical factors. To analyze the social connection among developers in GitHub, Yu et al. [12–14]
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present some typical social structures and behavior patterns by mining follow-networks [14] and commentnetworks [12]. They also design a mixed approach [13] that interpolating social relations with technical
expertise to recommend reviewers to pull-requests.
2.3

Research questions

In this paper, we focus on both pull-request acceptance and latency, which are the understudied and arguably most important problems of pull-request process. Even though prior work [5,6,16,27] has identified
several social and technical factors that influence pull-request evaluation, as discussed in Subsection 2.2,
we believe the intricacies of this process are not yet accurately captured. Furthermore, there is recurring
support for the importance of process factors to team outcomes in the empirical software engineering
literature, e.g., [30, 31]. Focusing on the integrator workflow, we expect a multitude of process-related
factors to influence pull-request process, e.g., current workload and availability of reviewers, pull-request
description quality (akin to the quality of issue reports said to impact the issues’ resolution time [32,33]),
and the integrators’ responsiveness (in recent work [34] we found that pull-request submitters may become discouraged by unresponsive integrators, leading to communication breakdown and conflict). Still,
to replicate previous results and establish a baseline compared with CI inclusion, we ask:
RQ1. How do social, technical and process-related factors influence pull-request acceptance and latency?
Furthermore, CI has already played an essential role on pull-based development. The general literature
on CI suggests that the continuous application of quality control checks speeds up overall development,
and ultimately improves software quality [19]. On GitHub, the integration of CI in the pull-request
workflow should enable project members to find integration errors more quickly, tightening the feedback
loop. Based on reported widespread use of CI and the importance of testing related factors [6, 15, 16], we
expect that CI will play a prominent role in the pull-request evaluation process, enabling integrators to
better deal with general issues of scale. We ask:
RQ2. What is the effect of CI on pull-request acceptance and latency?
Lastly, the evaluation process of integrators is improved a lot after CI adoption, e.g., integrators only
need focusing on code style and leave the quality (e.g., buggy code) inspection to CI automatic tools,
if the project has sufficient test suites. Thus, the influence of traditional factors on pull-request process
would be changed, after adding CI-related predictors. We ask:
RQ3. What is the difference of traditional predictors affected by CI-related variables involving?

3

Methods

3.1

Dataset

In this paper, we composed a dataset of representative open source projects that made heavy use of
CI-embedded pull-requests mechanism in GitHub. Our data collection process started form the GHTorrent [35] dump dated 2014-11-10. There were two stages for preparing our dataset, i.e., projects selection
and pull-request completion.
First of all, we identified candidate original (i.e., non-forked) projects which contained at least 1000 pullrequests in total. We focus on the 5 most popular languages on GitHub1) , i.e., JavaScript, Python, Ruby,
Java and C++. Then, we checked every project whether it used CI service or not. Here, we focused
on two popular CI services, i.e., Travis-CI and Jenkins-CI, which are wildly adopted by projects in
GitHub [17,25]. Using Travis-CI, all the build&testing processes of projects are hosted on a remote build
server. After that, the GitHub pull-request UI is updated automatically with CI results (i.e., failure,
error or pass in the build&testing process). Therefore, all the projects using it operate in the same
context. The entire build history of projects using Travis-CI is available through its API2) . In contrast,
1) http://githut.info/
2) http://docs.travis-ci.com/api/
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Basic statistics for our dataset

Language

#PRs received

#PRs merged

#PRs CI tested

Ruby

28409

20755

19790

Python

28903

24039

14787

JavaScript

26983

17920

18816

Java/C++

18989

13456

7647

Total

103284

76170

61040

Jenkins-CI is a self-hosted system, so that projects set up their CI service locally. Thus, the CI virtual
environment for each project is from individual to individual. In addition, only data on recent builds is
stored for public accessing. Due to the limitations of Jenkins-CI, we restricted our attention in this study
to the projects using Travis-CI. Finally, we combine Java with C++ as traditional language compared to
other scripting languages, then select top 10 projects according to the number of received pull-requests
under each programming language to generate a relatively balanced dataset.
In the second stage, we further extracted meta-data (e.g., number of comments) about all pull-requests.
We ignored pull-requests that are still open and gathered the major part of meta-data from GHTorrent
received after January 1, 2010. The missing data of GHTorrent, e.g., description and actual contents
(diffs), was collected via GitHub API3) . Next, we combined each pull-request with the corresponding
Travis-CI logs, including the CI timestamps and build&testing results of all commits.
After above preprocessing, our dataset contains 103284 pull-requests collected from 40 different projects
in GitHub, as summarized in Table 1. In our dataset, there are 73.7% of pull-requests have been merged
by core teams, and 59.1% of pull-requests have been diagnosed by the cloud-based CI service (i.e., TravisCI ).
3.2

Measures

3.2.1 Outcomes
Our goal was to determine the factors that influenced the process of pull-based development model
(i.e., pull-request acceptance and latency). The two outcome measures are:
PR merged: binary, whether the PR has been merged into the project’s code base.
PR latency: the time in minutes interval between pull-request creation and closing date. In case of
“reopened” pull-requests, we only considered the date when they were first closed.
3.2.2 Predictors
Our prior work [18] shows that the pull-request latency requires many independent variables to explain
adequately. In this paper, we classified our metrics into project-level, pull-request level, submitter-level,
workflow and CI-related metrics, as discussed in Section 2.
Project-level Metrics:
project age: the time from project creation on GitHub to the pull-request creation in months, which is
used as a proxy for maturity. Mature projects are likely to have different contribution dynamics.
team size: the number of active integrators, who decide whether to accept the new contributions, during
the three months prior to pull-request creation. Larger teams may be better prepared to handle higher
volumes of incoming pull-requests. We used a heuristic method to estimate the integrators for a given
project. Since the authentication limitation4) of GitHub (i.e., only users with access to the repository
can retrieve the list of core developers), we identified the integrators as those core members that can
close others’ pull-requests or issues. Because an integrator would have several GitHub id, we utilized
the emails, login names and user names to perform identity merging [36].
3) https://developer.github.com/v3/
4) https://developer.github.com/v3/repos/collaborators/#list
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area hotness: the median of the number of commits to files touched by the pull-request relative to all
project commits during the last three months. It is interesting to know the contribution process of
the “hot” area in a project. For example, do integrators need more time to evaluate the pull-requests
concerning to the “hot” area to avoid conflicts? Are those pull-requests more likely to be accepted or
rejected?
Pull-request level Metrics:
churn: total number of lines added and deleted by the pull-request. Bigger code changes may be more
complex, and require longer code evaluation.
n commits: total number of commits in the pull-request, which is a signal of pull-request size. Travis-CI
tests each commit separately.
description complexity: total number of words in the pull-request title and description. Longer descriptions may indicate higher complexity (longer evaluation), or better documentation which can be facilitate
evaluation process akin to issue reports [32].
test inclusion: binary, measuring if the pull-request touched at least one test file. We identified test
files using the conversions of folders organization and file names extension on GitHub [16, 37, 38]. For
example, files are consider as test files if they were located at the “/test/ ” or “/spec/ ” folders, or their
filenames contain the word “test” as prefix or suffix. Previous studies [5, 6, 16] have pointed out that
integrators prefer pull-requests containing tests (i.e., the pull-requests coming with test are more likely
to be accepted).
Submitter-level Metrics:
core team: binary, whether the submitter is member of core development team. There is a recognized
structure, i.e., “core” and “periphery”, with open source software projects. Core developers who make
contributions to their own project would be more likely to have their contributions accepted by fellow
project integrators.
social strength: the fraction of team members that interacted with the submitter in the last three months.
Integrators may favor and trust contributors more strongly connected to them. We modified the our prior
work of comment network [12, 13] to measure social relations among developers in a given project. If a
contributor c has co-occurred with the project integrator m in at least one discussion of issue, commit or
pull-request during last three months, we link c with m by the edge ecm . In a given project, the strength
of social connection between the contributor c and the core team can be calculated by (1).
social strengthc =

#linked integrators
∈ [0, 1].
|core team|

(1)

n followers: the number of GitHub users following the incoming pull-request’s submitter at the time of
creation, as a measure of social reputation. We expect that the pull-requests originated from contributors
with high reputation are more likely to be accepted, and also fast.
Workflow Metrics:
n comments: total number of overall and inline comments part of a pull-request discussion. Pull-requests
with lots of comments tend to signal controversy [10].
first human response: the time interval in minutes from pull-request creation to the first response by
reviewers, which can be indicated as a measure of the project team’s responsiveness.
workload : total number of pull-requests still open in each project at current pull-request creation time.
It is reasonable to assume that if the workloads of integrators are heavy, the new received pull-request
would need more time to be processed.
integrator availability: the minimum number of hours (0 . . . 23) until either of the top two integrators
(by number of pull-requests handled the last three months) are active, on average (based on activity
in the last three months), during 24 h. Two reviewers find an optimal number of defects during code
review [39, 40], hence our choice for top two.
#issue tag and @mention tag: binary variables to encode the presence of “#” tags (links to issues) and
“@” tags (to notify integrators directly) in the pull-request title or description. If a pull-request contains
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Summary of our dataset after removing outliers

Mean

St. Dev.

Min

Median

Max

PR merged

0.77

0.42

0

1

1

PR latency

12586.17

46762.55

0.03

942.52

1126255.00

proj age

36.81

17.87

3

35

81

team size

13.15

7.45

1

12

34

area hotness

0.02

0.04

0.00

0.01

0.69

churn additions

72.55

163.32

0

14

1463

churn deletions

25.64

67.40

0

3

635

n commits

3.02

7.01

1

1

290

description complexity

45.272

71.343

2

23

990

test inclusion

0.29

0.45

0

0

1

core team

0.55

0.50

0

1

1

social strength

0.40

0.30

0.00

0.40

1.00

n followers

29.53

50.63

0

10

315

n comments

4.97

9.00

0

2

223

first human response

934.44

2966.45

0.00

22.66

30245.07

workload

47.31

58.85

0

27

296

integrator availability

2.80

3.88

0

1

22

@mention tag

0.08

0.27

0

0

1

#issue tag

0.24

0.43

0

0

1

Friday effect

0.15

0.36

0

0

1

CI failure

0.22

0.42

0

0

1

CI latency

2630.50

8611.88

0.33

35.35

83437.13

those social tags, it would be more explicit for evaluation, i.e., who should review it (@mention tag);
which issue it solved (#issue tag).
Friday effect: binary, true if the pull-request arrives on Friday. Prior research [41] shows that the
likelihood is highest on Friday that the code patches would introduce bugs.
CI-related metrics:
CI failure: a binary variable to encode the presence of build&test failures while running Travis-CI.
CI latency: the time interval in minutes from pull-request creation to the last commit tested by CI. The
team-wide code review typically starts after all commits have been tested.
3.3

Regression model

We used multiple linear regression to model the likelihood of pull-request acceptance and the latency of
evaluation. Our models were fitted using the lme4 [42] package in R.
In regression analysis, the slope of the regression equation would be exerted disproportionate impacts,
which factitiously inflates the model’s fit. Therefore, as customary in regression, we firstly removed
outliers, e.g., very few pull-requests with an extremely large number of churns. Whenever one of our
variables x was well fitted by an exponential distribution, we excluded as outlier values that exceeded
k(1 + 2/n)median(x) + θ [43], where θ is the exponential parameter [44], n is the sample size, and k is
computed such that not more than 2% of values are labeled as outliers. The summary of our metrics are
shown in Table 2.
To study pull-request acceptance, we used the multi-level mixed effects logistic regression model because
the outcome (i.e., PR merged) is dichotomous and the dataset nested in two aspects (i.e., submitter and
project). It means some pull-requests can come from the same projects or the same submitters. In our
model, the metrics described in Subsection 3.2.2 were modeled as fixed effects; proj id and submitter id
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as random effects. For each fixed variable, we report its coefficients and significance level. According to
the coefficients, we can calculate the odds ratio telling how much higher or lower are the odds that a pullrequest would be accepted, by increasing per ‘unit’ of the measure. We consider coefficients important
if they were statistically significant (p < 0.05). To evaluate the predictive power of logistic regressions,
we present the Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC [45, 46]) as an assessment
of the goodness of model fit for the logistic regressions.
Similarly, after outliers removal, we used the multiple linear mixed effects models to investigate the
latency of pull-requests. In this paper, we only focused on the pull-requests which has been eventually
merged, because: (1) if the pull-requests were rejected, the code changes would not affect the projects;
(2) rejected pull-requests may be subject to different processes. We will further study rejected pullrequests in future work. In addition to the coefficients, we reported the effect size of each variable
obtained from ANOVA analyses. The model’s fit can be evaluated by pseudo R-squared s, i.e., the marginal
2
(Rm
) and conditional (Rc2 ) coefficient of determination for generalized mixed-effects models [47, 48]. As
2
) describes the proportion of variance explained by
implemented in the MuMIn package of R [49], (Rm
2
the fixed effects alone; and (Rc ) describes the proportion of variance explained by both the fixed and
random effects.
All numeric variables were first log transformed (plus 0.5 if necessary) to stabilize variance and reduce
heteroscedasticity [50]. In addition, we computed the variance inflation factors (VIF s) for each predictor
to check for multicollinearity. In our models, the VIF s of all remained factors were well below 3, indicating
absence of multicollinearity [50]. There was no interaction between variables in the models, so it is easier
for us to interpret our results and keeps the models clean. To study the effect of CI-related variables
on the pull-request process, we firstly builded a model using control predictors (i.e., without any CIrelated variables); then add CI-related variables to generate the second model. In this way, we can know:
(1) the overall impacts of CI features on the pull-requests process, reflected by the overall improvement of
statistical model (i.e., the improvement of AUC and pseudo R-squared s after adding CI-related variables);
(2) the different effects of control predictors on the pull-request process with and without CI features.

4

Results

In this section, we separately discuss our models and results in terms of acceptance and latency.
4.1

Pull-request acceptance

Overall, both two models with and without CI related predictors (i.e., Model 1 and Model 2 in Table 3)
can achieve remarkable performances, for the AUC (0.901 and 0.907) over the border of being a good
model by certain standards (> 0.8) [51]. All the effects of predictors are consistent across two models,
i.e., there is no effect flipping from positive to negative, vice versa. Therefore, we discuss their effects
based on Model 2.
As for project-level metrics, the proj age and area hotness are statistically significant and positive for
predicting acceptance. Perhaps unexpectedly, we find the odds of acceptance would increase by a factor
of 1.296 (e0.259 ) for every e factor increase in project age, indicating that the more mature a project is,
the more openness the project would be. This finding is different from the results presented in paper [16].
The area hotness is a strong predictor for acceptance. The likelihood of acceptance will increase by 2.014
(e0.700 ) times with per e factor change in area hotness. We argue that there are more development tasks
(e.g., coding, bug fixing or documenting), relating to the hot area in a project. Hence, the project may be
eager to accept contributions trying to fulfil some relevant tasks. All pull-request level metrics are highly
significant in the model. As expected, the large and complex pull-requests are less likely to be accepted,
but submitting test cases with the pull-requests would moderately increase the probability of acceptance
(1.298 times). For submitter-level metrics, we confirm the assumptions and findings in papers [16] that
social factors play an importance role, very competitive with technical factors, in pull-based development
process. Next, there are 4 workflow metrics that exert significant and negative effects on pull-request
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Statistical models for pull-request acceptance
Dependent variable:
(merged == TRUE)

log(proj age)

Model 1

Model 2

0.377∗∗∗

0.259∗∗∗

log(team size)

0.051

0.046

log(area hotness + 0.5)

0.720∗∗∗

0.700∗∗

log(churn additions + 0.5)

−0.112∗∗∗

−0.123∗∗∗

log(churn deletions + 0.5)

0.059∗∗∗

0.071∗∗∗

log(n commits)

0.319∗∗∗

0.102∗∗∗

log(description complexity)

−0.107∗∗∗

−0.116∗∗∗

test inclusion TRUE

0.245∗∗∗

0.261∗∗∗

core team TRUE

0.761∗∗∗

0.784∗∗∗

social strength

0.750∗∗∗

0.679∗∗∗

log(n followers + 0.5)

0.138∗∗∗

0.138∗∗∗

log(n comments + 0.5)

−0.448∗∗∗

−0.565∗∗∗

log(first human response + 0.5)

−0.015∗∗∗

−0.028∗∗∗

log(workload + 0.5)

−0.085∗∗

−0.095∗∗∗

log(integrator availability + 0.5)

−0.050∗∗∗

−0.040∗∗∗

@mention tag TRUE

0.001

0.019

#issue tag TRUE

0.080∗∗

0.060

Friday effect TRUE

0.046

0.041

Note:

CI failure TRUE

−0.640∗∗∗

log(CI latency)

0.206∗∗∗

Intercept

0.489

0.524

Akaike Inf. Crit.

31871.340

31030.380

Bayesian Inf. Crit.

32055.510

31232.090

AUC

0.901

0.907

∗p

< 0.1;

∗∗ p

< 0.05;

∗∗∗ p

< 0.01

acceptance. The number of comments is the dominant one, and other predictors only have small effect
sizes. With one log(n comments) increased, the odds of acceptance will decrease by 43.2% (calculated as:
1−e−0.565 ) in our model. Thus, the more controversy in a pull-request, the more likely it is to be rejected.
Lastly, we discuss the two CI-related metrics. CI failure has a significant negative effect on acceptance
as expected. The likelihood of rejection would greatly increase by 89.6% (calculated as: 1/e−0.640 ), when
the pull-requests have failed CI testing. However, if a pull-request go through a thorough CI test, the
probability of acceptance will be raised, with the odds of 1.229 times for every unit of log(CI latency)
(measured the CI running time) increase.
Result: Most of traditional factors have expected effects on pull-request acceptance (RQ1). Surprisingly, we find project age is significant and positive for acceptance. The CI process indeed influence the
acceptance of pull-request significantly (RQ2). If a pull-request cannot pass the CI checking stage, it
would be 89.6% more likely to be rejected. For other metrics, there is no obviously change after CI-related
predictors included into the model (RQ3).
4.2

Pull-request latency

2
Model 1 has a relatively low goodness of fit (Rm
= 38.9%, Rc2 = 50.5%). As expected, the pull-request
churn, commit size, complexity, and length of discussion play a dominant role in explaining the variance in
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Statistical models for pull-request latency
Dependent variable:
log(delta t)
Model 1

Model 2

Coeffs.

Sum Sq.

Coeffs.

Sum Sq.

log(proj age)

0.304∗∗∗

788.8∗∗∗

0.140∗∗∗

886.6∗∗∗

log(team size)

−0.261∗∗∗

1.3

−0.216∗∗∗

12.7∗

log(area hotness + 0.5)

0.276

161.7∗∗∗

0.370∗

69.5∗

log(churn additions + 0.5)

0.149∗∗∗

24697.2∗∗∗

0.119∗∗∗

25423.0∗∗∗

log(churn deletions + 0.5)

−0.017∗∗

217.7∗∗∗

−0.0001

140.6∗∗∗

log(n commits)

0.494∗∗∗

16245.9∗∗

−0.063∗∗∗

16882.3∗∗∗

log(description complexity)

0.322∗∗∗

4255.5∗∗∗

0.279∗∗∗

3752.8∗∗∗

test inclusion TRUE

0.146∗∗∗

722.2∗∗∗

0.070∗∗

1188.1∗∗∗

core team TRUE

−0.571∗∗∗

566.5∗∗∗

−0.510∗∗∗

510.1∗∗∗

social strength

0.031

621.7∗∗∗

−0.025

536.5∗∗∗

log(n followers + 0.5)

−0.098∗∗∗

201.2∗∗∗

−0.081∗∗∗

457.9∗∗∗

log(n comments + 0.5)

0.442∗∗∗

23613.2∗∗∗

0.127∗∗∗

21369.7∗∗∗

log(first human response + 0.5)

0.216∗∗∗

9437.5∗∗∗

0.195∗∗∗

9481.5∗∗∗

log(workload + 0.5)

0.250∗∗∗

643.5∗∗∗

0.241∗∗∗

660.6∗∗∗

log(integrator availability + 0.5)

0.102∗∗∗

886.1∗∗∗

0.121∗∗∗

1221.0∗∗∗

@mention tag TRUE

−0.109∗∗

14.1∗

−0.040

43.8∗∗∗

#issue tag TRUE

0.299∗∗∗

439.6∗∗∗

0.260∗∗∗

311.0∗∗∗

Friday effect TRUE

0.195∗∗∗

230.4∗∗∗

0.179∗∗∗

230.7∗∗∗

CI failure TRUE

0.193∗∗∗

162.1∗∗∗

log(CI latency)

0.432∗∗∗

22500.5∗∗∗

2.912∗∗∗

Intercept

Note:

2.274∗∗∗

Akaike Inf. Crit.

159714.700

154068.200

Bayesian Inf. Crit.

159902.000

154272.400

2
Rm

0.389

0.471

Rc2

0.505

0.580

∗p

< 0.1;

∗∗ p

< 0.05;

∗∗∗ p

< 0.01

the data. All three effects are highly significant, and together account for 82.4% of the variance explained
(calculated as: the percentage of Sum Sq. of above variables accounting for the whole Sum Sq. of Model 1
in Table 4). The pull-requests with more discussion, consisting of more commits, and adding more lines
of code are associated with longer evaluation latencies. Effects related to the submitter’s track record and
reputation are also highly significant, with smaller but still sizeable contributions to explaining the data
variance. Pull-requests by the core team members and contributors with more followers are associated
with shorter evaluation latencies. Perhaps more surprisingly, test case inclusion has highly significant
positive effects, i.e., pull-requests with some test cases are associated with longer evaluation latencies.
We present an assumption that the integrators may run the test code themselves for validation, and then
merge the pull-request.
2
Model 2 offers a significantly better fit (Rm
= 47.1%, Rc2 = 58.0%). Pull-request churn, commit
size, complexity, and length of discussion, all highly significant, remain the most prominent predictors,
together explaining 63.8% of the variance explained. However, the effect of commit size (n commits)
converts from positive to negative. It suggests that the patch separating into small pieces (i.e., commit
your code frequently) will be processed quicker than a big patch, in the context of CI, while holding
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other variables constant. This finding conforms to the theory of CI and agile development [52, 53]. For
submitter-level metrics (social factors), the effect of n followers increase more than twice. We consider
that the integrators can trust the contribution from a reputed submitter more with the help of CI. Except
for n comments which has been discussed above, the first human response and integrators’ availability
have sizeable effects, for the workflow metrics. Pull-requests with later initial reactions from integrators
tend to also be closed later (9.0% of the variance explained). It suggests that the initial priorities
integrators assign to pull-requests very early in the evaluation process (the median first comment time
is 16 min) are already indicative of the (much later) closing time (median 11.2 h). Other variables
have significant positive, albeit smaller, effects on pull-request latency, except for @mention tag. Lastly,
the CI-related factors are highly significant and cover more than 21.4% of the variance explained, on
par with the main social and technical effects, i.e., pull-request size (churn additions) and length of
discussion (n comments). The prominence of the total CI latency effect supports the process description
in Subsection 2.1: integrators usually wait for the automatic testing phase to end (median: 39 min)
before proceeding to do a team-wide code review and eventually close the pull-request.
Result: For RQ1, most of traditional factors influence the pull-request latency in an expected way,
which is similar to the results of acceptance models. CI is a dominant factor of pull-request latency
(RQ2), suggesting that integrators and code reviewers are willing to wait for the CI outcomes to assist
them in making final decisions. A few predictors did change their effects after adding CI-related variables
(RQ3). Especially, the effect of commit size converts from positive to negative, which would indicate an
agile principle that separating large code patch into small pieces and commit them more frequently.

5

Conclusion

Allowing greater inclusivity in contributions can result in a deluge of pull-requests, which, if unchecked,
can significantly increase the burden on integrators in distributed software development projects. Our
models for acceptance and latency show that pull-request evaluation is complex, and depends on many
predictors. Naturally, a part of technical factors matter, e.g., the more succinct a pull-request is, the
faster it will be reviewed, and the easier to be accepted. Software projects prefer to accept pull-requests
with less controversy and originated from acquainted and trusted contributors. Other actionable strong
predictors are the delay to the first human response and the availability of the CI pipeline. Improving
on both may hasten the evaluation process.
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